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ABSTRACT
As we saw there are many types of restaurant and cafe in this world many has
different theme ,in restaurant and cafe people used to hang out and had dinner
and some snacks as well as coffee , so here the theme of designing the
restaurant is wildlife, wildlife is the area where everyone used to see wildlife
animals, trees, the good environment mostly greenery, while researching on
wildlife restaurant which has exist they give the wildlife look but they didn’t
use natural many natural things only they used to prefer artificial things such as
grass and many more but here in this restaurant or cafe many elements were
used which is similar to wildlife such as in interiors that is sustainable materials
here artificial grass were used but that is combining of polyethylene or nylon
which is not harmful for the environment many sustainable materials were used
such as stones, pebbles ,indoor plants, teak and oak wood ,bamboos, thatches,
paper meshe ,cladding Wildlife is the fully greenery area where people felt calm
and relax ad felt comfortable ,it also felt like fresh area and for aesthetic
purpose it is attractive towards the people
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METHODOLOGY
Explaining about the restaurant and cafe with the theme wildlife by using
sustainable materials .
What is wildlife?
Wildlife is an area where we saw the animals and birds in the surroundings also
where there were trees , branches , grasses all around greenery is there .
What are sustainable materials?
Sustainable materials are materials used throughout our consumer and industrial
economy that can be produced in required volumes without depleting nonrenewable resources and without disrupting the established steady-state
equilibrium of the environment and key natural resource systems.
What are the impacts of sustainable materials?
If sustainable materials were used then they were not harmful for the
environment, they has the durability and also has less maintenance they also
keep the environment healthy and safe also does not harm the people also they
protect from the many harmful things
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INTRODUCTION
A Restaurant is a place where people use to come with family or friends and
have dinner or snacks, there were many types of of restaurants have different
kind of varieties and themes
A Cafe is a place where people used to hang out with friends and have light
meals and drinks , they used to drink coffee or tea and have some bake cookies
and sandwiches also people used to read the books over there ,in this also many
types of varieties and themes were there
INTRODUCTION OF CAFE AND RESTAURANT (THEME
WILDLIFE)
So here designing restaurant and cafe with wildlife theme , where people
experience the nature and also feel calm because wildlife is the place where
people used to see greenery , animals and birds, so in this restaurant and cafe in
interiors sustainable materials were used because sustainable materials has large
time span which were not effect the environment and some kind of artificial
things also ,well also used in outer area
some grasses branches and animals and birds ,entry gate has been design den
like shape structure so people feel that they were entering in wildlife
CHARACTERSTICS
WALLS: on the walls artificial grass (combining of polyethylene and nylon)
has been used it is not harmful for the environment or people
Paneling and cladding has been used also
CLADDING: Stone cladding has been used on the walls ,some stone cladding
columns were also used ,in these columns small led bulbs lamps were used
which give the candle lighting effect
NICHE: on the walls niche were there where stones , pebbles ,bamboos sticks
,paper meshe covering of POP for making it hard animals structure has been
used
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CEILING: for ceiling wooden ceiling has been done ,hanging pots and
hanging branches of brown and green colour were used,
On the branches monkeys and some wildlife animals were hanged over there
Artificial leaves (combing of polyethylene and nylon) also hanged on the
ceiling
FLOORING: Wooden texture tile flooring has been done of vitrified material

MATERIALS
For this restaurant and cafe used of stones paper meshe work ,cladding were
used such as stone cladding ,wooden cladding In interiors ,frames has been used
of thatches and wood furniture were used of wood , but in cafe area the heighted
stool has been mold in leg shape, furniture has smooth surface which does not
anguished to people ,teak wood and oak wood were used because they both
have durability also does not effect
WOOD: wood is sustainable materials it has durability and it is long lasting for
the environment
For furniture teak wood has been used because teak wood teal wood regulates
its own temperature in summer it stays cool while in winter it stays warm ,it has
durability and also it gives it natural colour while polishing n teak wood which
is also attractive
But on frame oak wood has been used because it is highly resistance ,durable
attractive ,water resistance
ARTIFICIAL GRASS: While researching on case study the artificial grass has
been used which is used on walls and grounds ,that is not squasy , many places
it has been used nylon grass which is hard ,so in restaurant if artificial grass
were used it should be combining of polyethylene and nylon grass which does
not anguish
TILE : vitrifies wooden texture tile were used .vitrifies tile were used because it
holds on smooth finishing ,it is highly resistant to water dirt and stain
PAPER MESHE WORK: paper meshe work were used to making the
structure of animals or the other things and finishing of POP so that it made it
hard and also give the durability
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BENIFITS AND LIMITATIONS
Benefits is that it is relaxable to the mind very calm place ,furniture’s are very
comfortable and has smooth surface ,it is ventilated, electricity saver and also
these materials does not harm the environment also has less maintainace things

LIMITATIONS
• Proper landscaping has been done while working on wildlife theme
• While in plants proper water treatment gas been given
CONCLUSION
In this research paper the learning outcome is that to knowing about the types of
sustainable materials where we can used them properly these sustainable
materials and also has less maintainace which has durable and also does not
harmful for the environment natural things were used such as trees which give
the pure and fresh air and also does not harmful for the environment and also it
is the best choice for the interiors because of these sustainable materials only
get the knowledge about the woods ,thatches and bamboos and also learn about
the flooring and ceiling also and for the future it is not harmful for the
environment because here no toxic materials were used also people does not
feel any kind of suffocation, in interiors the artificial grass were used but that
grass is of nylon it is not suitable for environment or people ,if we use the
mixture of polyethylene or nylon combination then it does not harmful for the
environment,
Creating or enhancing wildlife area is beneficial in that it can bring beauty and
enjoyment to our lives. Because wildlife area generally provide native trees and
shrubs for cover (protection from predators or weather), they also make places
feel more private and relaxing than areas with little vegetation.
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